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The mathematical description of water storage and outflow of a reservoir 
is described by a differential equation which is properly nonlinear and 
stochastic. If y(t) represents the storage (in m3), we have the simple 
relation with 
Y’ + g(Y) = 5(t) (y(O) specified), 
where g(y) represents the output release and where t(t) is a stochastic 
process with specified mean and covariance function. We can assume any 
process and there is no need to assume physically unrealistic processes uch 
as Wiener processes or Gaussian “white noise.” The theory of Fokker 
Planck equations is inappropriate since the physical processes will not be 
completely characterized statistically, and it is more reasonable to consider 
first and second-order statistics. The function g(y) may be any nonlinear 
function, even one involving stochastic processes. Given the function, the 
initial conditions, and the input statistics, the solution can be carried out 
c 1, 21. 
If, as has been suggested [3], the output releases are reasonably 
assumed as constants over intervals, Heaviside functions can represent he 
releases. Thus if g(y)=0 for y(t)<ai, g(.r)=k, for a, < y(t)<a,, 
g(y) = k2 for a2 < y(t) 6 a3, etc., we can write g( y( t)) = k, H( y( t) - a, ), 
&v(f) =k,W.dt) -a,)>..., which we can write as CT”=, k,H(y(t) - ai) for m 
constant releases. To complete a solution for the nonlinear stochastic 
system by the decomposition method [ 1, 21 requires calculation of the 
author’s special polynomials: the A,,. We write g(y) = Cy=, 
k,H(y(t) - ai) = C,“=, A,, where 
‘I = f kifJ(yl -ai), 
. i=l 
An= f kiff(.V,-a;), 
;= I 
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Now y(t) = Ej’Lo y,(t) where 
Ye(f) = Y(O) + L3(Q, 
y1(t) = -L-‘/l,, 
yz(t)= -L-IA,, 
Now 
yl(t)= -L-’ 
Then 
y(r)= y(O)+[’ <(t)dt-L-’ 
0 
{ f, kiH(YOwai)i 
k=l 
is the solution, where the first two terms represent y, in the C,“= o y,(t). We 
can average y(t) or determine its covariance. Thus 
Ti 
(At)>= 1 (Y,(t)), 
II = 0 
where <vo> = ~(O)+jt, (5(t)> dt if.HO) is constant. (Of course, it need not 
be.) Then 
(YICt)>= -L-’ f kiH((.YO>-aih 
k=l 
The covariance is obtained by using an n term approximation for y(t) and 
using it for y(t) in an expression for the covariance of y(t). 
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